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 Top quality wood burning stoves direct to you at trade prices.

 Speedy delivery.  Long guarantees.  Hundreds of 5 star reviews.

Brand:Hampton Collection

Product Code: HAMP
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The Defra Approved Hampton 5 is one of the most up to date and cleanest

wood burning stoves sold in the UK. It has been tested and approved to meet

the new Ecodesign requirements that will be mandatory for all stoves by2022,

making this a stove for now and for the future. This model not only meets but

exceeds the government's tough requirements by some distance. Find out

more about the Ecodesign scheme at stoveindustryalliance.com. The

Hampton has also been Defra approved to burn wood in a smoke controlled

zones. Defra approved stoves with 5" flue outlets, like this one, can also be

installed with a 5" liner.

The hidden gem of this stove is its internal shell - effectively another stove

inside the stove, where air is drawn in from the stove's rear, fed between

these two layers of steel and precisely dispersed over the fire at the rear,

through a series of holes inside the chamber. Having the air introduced high

up in chamber is an effective way of re-burning the initial smoke and

pollutants created by the fire. The air that is not dispersed through these

holes speeds up as it rises over the fire and is released like a curtain of air

over the glass. This heating effect speeds the air up and is the most effective

way of keeping the glass clean. Practical and truly wonderful to watch.

The Hampton 5 is a wood burning only stove therefore does not require a

multi-fuel grate or ash pan as wood loves to burn on the base. The stove is

however lined with thick 30mm vermiculite boards that protect the stoves

shell and its internal steel baffle is removable for sweeping. Under the stove

is the simple push pull lever that gives an incredibly accurate degree of

control over the fire as the vent plate is mechanically attached to the body.

The Hampton has a 30mm thick virgin ore cast iron door that helps retain and

slowly release the heat into the room in conjunction with the stove thick

10mm thick steel top and 5mm thick steel body. Going into the door is the

stoves unique handmade twist handle with wooden lever. As with all parts of

the Hampton they are well designed and engineered but not over-

complicated. Too often stoves have over-complicated system that do not

stand the test of time and can be incredibly expensive and complicated to fix.

We confidently offer a 7 year warranty on this product.

The air is drawn into the fire low down at the stoves rear. The air races up

and over the stoves chamber increasing in speed as it travels until it is

unveiled and drops like a curtain over the stoves glass. This system is proven

to be a very effective way of keeping the glass clean and clear of smoke

stains providing the wood burnt is well seasoned.

This covers the stove's body and not the internal perishable parts. Guarantee

is activated when the stove is invoiced. 6 digit number on the top of each

invoice is the warranty number.For stove to be covered it must be installed by

a HETAS engineer or signed off by building control

2022 Eco Design Ready 

DEFRA APPROVED

Over 84% efficient

Some of the lowest combined NOX,CO AND DUST readings on

a stove sold in the UK

Woodburning only with flat fire brick base

Design and Tested in the UK - All tests carried out by KIWA

Gastec in Cheltenham

Distance to combustible materials at the rear (300mm with heat

shield and 375mm without)

Distance to combustible materials at the side ( 550mm)

Top and rear flue outlet included with a flue box as an option on

checkout

Flue diameter 125mm (5'') with choice of top or rear flue outlet

Pre-heated air wash system to help keep the glass clean

Tertiary air system that re-burns the smoke for a clean and efficient

burn.

Air Brick/Vent Required? No (Some exceptions apply)

Height : 500mm, 19.68 inches. Width: 420mm, 16.53 inches. Depth :

335mm 13.18 inches.

125mm 5" top and rear flue collar included.

Glass Size - 340mm x 300mm

Internal stove dimensions -  H: 300mm W: 320mm D: 210mm

Body - 10mm thick steel top and 5mm thick steel plate sides.

Grate - No grate required - Wood burns on the vermiculite base

Fire brick - Vermiculite

This unit comes with two optional extras. The first is a heat shield that

reduces the distances to combustibles to 300mm, perfect for free standing

installs. The second is a vertical rear flue box that makes certain installations

a lot easier and also gives the user a flat top, perfect for cooking. The

verticalrear flue box only protrudes 160mm, allowing the user to use the rear

flue option without having the stove stick too far out in the room.
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Stove Fittings

Fittings Hand made handle with wooden grip

Baffle Plate Steel baffle plate that can be removed

Stove Features

Legs Fixed

Grate No Grate - Woodburning only

Efficiency Very efficient "Huge saving on bills" Slow Burn (Efficient)

Cleaning Pre heated airwash system

Seals Heat resistant fire rope seals

Stove Dimensions

Height 500mm

Width 420mm

Depth 335mm

Distance from back of stove to centre of top flue outlet 130mm

Distance from floor to centre of rear flue outlet 382mm

Outlets 125mm 5" top and rear flue collar included

Power 5kw

Mr David Poole 22/01/2020

I bought a Hampton 5 with stand in December 2018 and was so pleased with it I bought another Hampton 5 (without stand) for another room last December.

Its easy to light and get going and extremely efficient compared to our earlier generation stoves. The afterburn is fascinating to watch once it gets going. The

only problem we found is if you have the rear box for the rear flue entry, the provided rope seal is not liquid proof if you have any tar deposits condensing in the

flue and it will leak out. Stove World later advised also sealing with a heat resistant silicone and that has cured it. Service was good and the goods arrived well

packed and on time. Thoroughly recommend both Stove World and the Hampton.

Maria Callaghan 29/11/2019

Fabulous stove! Really couldn't be happier...easy to light, heats up rapidly, economical, lovely clear glass all at a bargain price. Absolutely delighted.
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